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Abstract—The evolution of network technologies brought increasing management complexity of networking infrastructure
and protocols. Cognitive networking was introduced to deal with
such complexity. This work presents a cognitive algorithm for
cross-layer performance management which is the core of a
decentralized framework for self-configuration of communication
protocols. We illustrate the proposed solution for the joint
reconfiguration of protocol parameters at different layers. The
cognitive joint adaptation of TCP congestion window and MAC
layer data rate is carried out as a proof of concept. Simulation
results show performance improvement given by the proposed
approach under changing network conditions.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing level of complexity, performance management of current communication networks represents a
challenge to be overcome. Several performance drawbacks in
current network environments are inherited from the limitations of the Internet protocols designed for wired networks.
Despite its success, the TCP/IP protocol suite still presents
fundamental open issues [1]. It neither includes adaptation
mechanisms for dynamic network environments, nor it allows
communication and coordination between layers. Moreover,
the traditional centralized network management solutions,
based on a client/server approach, are not suitable to deal with
the complexity of heterogeneous networks with stringent QoS
requirements [2], [3].
The dynamic adjustment of network protocols using cognitive processes represents a promising approach to deal with
network management complexity. In particular, the concept of
cognitive networks has emerged as a major technology for designing adaptive communication systems. Cognitive Network
[4], [5] is a networking paradigm that combines cognitive
algorithms and cross-layer design in order to provide real-time
optimization of complex communication networks focusing on
system-wide goals. Recent research efforts have demonstrated
how cross-layer design can provide performance optimization
by allowing information sharing among non-adjacent layers
mainly in the case of wireless networks [6].
In a previous work [7], we proposed a cognitive framework
for dynamic reconfiguration of communication protocols. Such
* The authors would like to thank CNPq and FAPESP (process number
06/50512-4) for supporting this work.

framework, called CogProt, is based on the main concepts
of the cognitive network paradigm. In CogProt, performance
optimization is obtained by periodically reconfiguring protocol
parameters through a quality feedback loop. In this work,
we formalize the procedures involved in such framework and
present an algorithm for implementation of the cognitive loop.
Such cognitive algorithm provides dynamic reconfiguration of
protocol parameters even at different layers. It is scalable and
does not require any change on protocol operation.
In addition, we analyze different deployment scenarios. The
proposed solution is designed to operate not only between
different protocol layers of a single node, but between different
nodes of the network in a decentralized way. In previous
work, we have illustrated the application of CogProt in the
intra-layer scenario [7], [8]. In this work, we present a case
study to demonstrate the application of the proposed cognitive
algorithm in the inter-layer scenario. As a proof of concept,
we have implemented the proposed solution as an extension
to the Network Simulator (ns-2). We illustrate the dynamic
reconfiguration of protocol parameters at different layers.
Specifically, TCP congestion window and MAC layer data rate
are dynamically adapted in a TCP-over-WiFi scenario. Simulation results demonstrate performance improvement resulting
from the ability to timely react to network dynamics.
This paper is structured as follows: Section II describes
the core of the proposed approach and provides insights into
architectural and deployment scenarios; Section III presents
a case study to illustrate the application of the proposed
approach in inter-layer optimization; Section IV concludes the
paper outlining directions for future research on the topic.
II. C OGNITIVE S ELF -C ONFIGURATION
The cognitive framework provides dynamic reconfiguration
of protocol parameters, through learning and reasoning, in
order to optimize system-wide performance. To this aim,
a cross-layer cognitive plane is introduced as illustrated in
Fig. 1. This plane provides self-configuration functionalities to
support runtime reconfiguration of protocol stack parameters
at different layers. This makes a network node implementing
the cognitive framework capable of adapting its protocol
parameters to fit current network conditions.
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Cross-Layer Framework for Cognitive Self-Configuration.

A. The Cognitive Loop
The self-configuration process consists in continuously
monitoring the performance obtained in current setup and
then enforcing reconfiguration actions to adjust protocols
parameters. Those cross-layer self-configuration capabilities
are supported by the quality feedback loop illustrated in Fig. 1.
Such cognitive loop consists of three phases: Data Analysis,
Decision Making, and Action. Consider the adjustment of a
parameter of interest P . In order to define such parameter, we
need to provide the attributes described in Table I. Performance
information is analyzed at the end of each iteration interval τ
according to a pre-defined quality metric associated with the
parameter being adjusted. The performance monitoring may
include different quality metrics, for example, frame error rate
for MAC Layer and end-to-end delay for network layer. Performance information about each value Pi ∈ {Pmin , · · · , Pmax }
is maintained in the knowledge base.
Let Pc be the current value for the parameter of interest
P . In the Data Analysis phase, the mechanism updates the
average performance E[Pc ] for Pc (the current value of P ).
The obtained performance information is averaged with an
exponentially weighted moving average (EWMA) as follows:
E[Pc ]t = E[Pc ]t−1 ∗ (1 − s) + m(Pc ) ∗ (s)

(1)

where E t represents the knowledge base with performance
information for each value of P at iteration t; E[Pc ] is
the average performance information for the value Pc ; s
(the smoothing factor) is the weight assigned to current

performance obtained from Pc ; and m(x) is the measured
performance obtained with a given value x. That is, the
measured performance for the current value of P is used
to calculate the average performance for that value. As the
process iterates, the node learns the average performance of
each Pi ∈ {Pmin , · · · , Pmax }.
In the Decision Making phase, the mechanism decides on
the best value for P . The local knowledge base reflects the
performance history for each possible value. The algorithm
analyses that base to find the value of P that provides
the best performance. The corresponding value is assigned
to the mean of the normal distribution employed for the
selection of the next value of P . In this way, the mean of the
random number generator (RNG) is assigned to the current
best value for P . As a consequence, the cognitive process
explores alternative values “around” the best value of P , in
order to track eventual changes in the operating environment.
The cognitive algorithm continuously adjusts the mean of the
distribution, with the aim to converge to the best value under
current conditions. In the Action phase, a new random value
is randomly generated according to a normal distribution (in
the range {Pmin , · · · , Pmax }), and assigned to parameter P .
There are three control variables for the cognitive mechanism as summarized in Table II. The iteration interval (τ ) of
the cognitive loop depends on the application requirements
and level of operation (for instance, flow or frame level).
The standard deviation (σ) of the normal distribution defines
the aggressiveness of the mechanism. The lower the σ, the
more conservative is the behavior of the algorithm in trying
new values for P . Therefore, this parameter directly affects
the convergence time and system stability. The smoothing
factor (s) can be used to control the relevance of recent
performance information and also to balance between stability
and reactiveness to changing network conditions. High values
of s increase the weight of immediate collected performance
information on the average performance, which enable the
algorithm to quickly react in the face of changes.
B. Algorithm Description
In the following, we present a high level algorithm for
implementation of the quality feedback loop for the parameter
of interest P . As the algorithm iterates, the knowledge base
is filled with average performance for each value of P . In the
algorithm, such base is referred to as B, that is, B[i] is the
average performance obtained from i ∈ {Pmin , · · · , Pmax }.
For the duration of the optimization process, the cognitive
node monitors the performance of current protocol parameters
setup according to pre-defined target quality metrics. With the
proposed cognitive algorithm, the quality metric can be chosen

TABLE I
PARAMETER DEFINITION .
P
Pdef ault
{Pmin , · · · , Pmax }
Q

Parameter of interest
Default value for P
Range for possible values for P
The corresponding performance quality metric
which could be a simple or compound metric,
or even a utility function.

TABLE II
Q UALITY F EEDBACK L OOP CONTROL VARIABLES .
τ
s
σ

Interval of operation of the quality feedback loop.
The weight (smooth factor) associated with the performance obtained
for the current value of P .
The standard deviation for the normal distribution function.
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Algorithm 1 Coginitive Self-Configuration of P
Require: Pdef ault ∈ [Pmin , · · · , Pmax ]; τ, σ, s ∈ (0, 1]
Ensure: Continuously reconfigure parameter P
P ⇐ Pdef ault
μ ⇐ Pdef ault
repeat
wait(τ )
x ⇐ measureP erf ormance(P )
B[P ] ⇐ B[P ] × (1 − s) + x × s
μ ⇐ i|max(B[i], i ∈ [Pmin , · · · , Pmax ])
P ⇐ normal(σ, μ)
until forever
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according to the Quality of Service requirements of applications. Furthermore, the quality metric can be changed during
network operation depending on priority among applications.
In this way, a network node can choose the proper quality
metric in order to optimize different kinds of applications as
real-time or data applications.
Furthermore, the quality metric is not limited to a single
metric. It should be designed according to the application
scenario. The quality metric could be a compound metric
which reflects priorities on different variables or even a more
complex function, as a utility function that enforces fairness.
In order to enable system-wide performance optimization the
quality metric should be designed to reflect end-to-end goals.
C. Signaling and Deployment
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The proposed cognitive mechanism adds only a limited
degree of complexity bringing the advantage of improved
performance and reactiveness to changing operating scenarios.
This way it can be implemented even in network elements with
limited resources and incrementally deployed in the network.
In fact, the proposed mechanism does not change protocol
messages and operation.
The cognitive protocol optimization can be performed either
within a single-layer or involving several layers of the protocol
stack. Fig. 2 illustrates cognitive optimization loop for singlelayer and inter-layer scenarios. In the inter-layer scenario, the
cognitive mechanism is responsible for simultaneous reconfiguration of protocol parameters at different layers. In this
case, the mechanism is able to provide cross-layer performance
management. Performance information from different layers
is stored in the knowledge information base. This architecture
characterizes a cross-layer solution based on a shared database
according to the taxonomy described in [6].
The decision making process is intrinsically decentralized
since it can be performed by each node independently without
any communication with other nodes. This is an important
point, since the proposed framework aims at supporting incremental deployment in current networks as well as providing
a scalable solution (i.e. reducing communication and information exchange to the minimum). However, besides local
performance information, the decision-making procedure may
also take into account remote performance information and

Signaling architectures.

common configuration policies. According to the scope it
operates, the cognitive mechanism can be classified into: local
(learning and decision procedures are based only on locally
available information, that is, the knowledge information base
built by the node itself); or remote (learning and decision
processes take into account additional information available
in the network remotely).
In the latter case, the cognitive algorithm may utilize
information available at the neighboring nodes or provided
by a Cognitive Information Service (CIS). Two signaling
architectures are envisioned: centralized (this is a servicebased architecture and decision-making uses reconfiguration
policies provided by CIS as in Fig. 3(a)); and distributed
(decision-making considers additional network information
received from neighboring cognitive nodes as in Fig. 3(b)).
The centralized approach may fit well in several scenarios,
for instance, in wireless access networks with powerful base
stations providing coordinated management actions on behalf
of the mobile nodes. In this case, the nodes can use the
CIS to share knowledge about the local network to support
the cognitive optimization process. The CIS fosters cognitive
signaling in the network segment (in a similar way a DHCP
service provide dynamic configuration for IP addressing).
When a node joins the network, it can request configuration
information to the CIS. That information accumulates the
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B. Simulation Results
We have performed simulations with runtime adjustment of
both parameters. We consider α ∈ {1, · · · , 4} and the value 1
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Simulated topology.

is the default value. With respect to the second parameter, we
consider four data rates {6, 18, 36, and 54Mbps} (which are
available in IEEE 802.11g interfaces) and the value 6Mbps
is the default value. The quality metric for both parameters
is the average flow throughput. A two-dimensional array is
used as the data structure for performance information base.
The average performance for each combination of an increase
factor and data rate value is stored into such knowledge base.
In a first experiment, there is no cross-traffic and the source
node does not move. Fig. 5 presents the performance for fixed
values of α and data rate. Fig. 5(a) presents the performance
when the node is fixed near the Base Station (BS) (5m). As
expected, the higher data rate the better the performance. Fig.
5(b) presents the performance when the node is fixed farther
from the Base Station (BS) (50m). For the highest data rate
the frame error rate is 100%. In both cases, we can see that
the performance improves if we increase the value of α.
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A. Parameters of Interest and Topology
TCP window increase factor (α) and MAC data rate were
selected as primary parameters for cognitive optimization. The
congestion window increase factor accounts the amount of
bytes the TCP window is increased each RTT period with
no losses detected. Controlling the TCP window evolution
allows improving the flow performance. Higher α values
bring performance increase and they are desirable in high
bandwidth-delay network with low or moderate congestion
levels, and should be avoided otherwise. However, there is
no way for a network node to determine available network
bandwidth and the level of congestion at the end-to-end path in
advance without performing explicit measurements. Therefore,
it is not possible to define the best default value for the α.
The second parameter of interest is the MAC data rate. In
wireless networks, higher data rates are commonly achieved
by using modulation schemes that efficiently take advantage
of good channel conditions. However, these schemes are more
sensitive to medium quality degradation and do not perform
well for long range transmissions. On the other hand, the use of
robust modulation schemes leads to more resilient connections,
but it results in lower data rates due to redundancy and control
overhead. Here, the challenging issue is how to dynamically
select an appropriate modulation scheme (data rate) to current
conditions in order to optimize network performance.
Fig. 4 illustrates the simulated topology. TCP flows are
initiated between the mobile source node S and the fixed destination node D. We have performed experiments considering
three scenarios: when the node is fixed near the base station
(BS); when the node is fixed far away from the BS; and when
the node moves. In the simulations performed, the mobile node
is either placed stationary close (5m) or distant (50m) from
the base station, or moves between these two locations. In
addition, a cross-trafc flow organized between the nodes C1
and C2 shares the common bottleneck link (R1-R2).

BS

 



III. C ASE S TUDY
As a proof of concept, we have implemented the proposed
cognitive mechanism into the Network Simulator (ns-2). In
this work, we consider an inter-layer scenario, that is, the
joint optimization of multiple parameters at different layers.
In this section, we describe the parameters of interest and the
simulated scenario, and discuss simulation results.

C1



 

knowledge already obtained by neighboring nodes. The CIS
builds its knowledge base by gathering information from nodes
in the local network. It can also be used to enforce high-level
administrative policies. On the other hand, the decentralized
approach provides a higher degree of scalability with the cost
of requiring the definition of a proper signaling protocol. In
this case, neighboring nodes may share their performance
information to help each other on reconfiguring the protocol
parameters according to current conditions.
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Fig. 5.

Average TCP throughput without cross-traffic.
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In a second experiment, we consider CBR over UDP crosstraffic. The source node does not move. Fig. 6 presents the
performance for fixed values for α and data rate. In this case,
no matter if the node is fixed near (6(a)) or far away (6(b))
from the BS, higher values for α do not provide the best
performance, as opposed to the previous result. We also can
see that there is no a global optimal value for the data rate.

 






 
 




 

 












 





Fig. 7.

Average TCP throughput with changing conditions.
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does not raise compatibility issues. Cognitive nodes can interoperate with ordinary nodes since the mechanism does not
change protocol messages and operation. The proposed approach was illustrated for the joint adaptation of TCP window
and MAC data rate. Both parameters are adjusted during runtime based on the average flow throughput experience achieved
in the immediate past. The mechanism is able to adjust
the parameters to avoid performance degradation, therefore
improving average performance on dynamic environments.
Future work will be focused on implementation of the proposed algorithm in a real testbed for dynamic reconfiguration
of the TCP protocol. In addition, we will work on further
development of architecture for the Cognitive Information
Service, as well as on signaling mechanisms for cognitive
information exchange between network nodes and the service,
and among the nodes themselves.
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